
 Alien Escape!
Escape Rooms for Tweens:  

Components of our Escape Room: 

clues 
We had a total of six clues that the

Tweens needed to solve in order to

escape. They included: 

 Decoding a puzzle and searching

for a specific book in the stacks.

A word clue that was deciphered

by wrapping the paper around a

toilet paper roll.

Assembling letter tiles to spell out

words.

A clue in invisible ink that was

only visible with a black light.

Using riddles to find certain clue

answers or tools to use in the next

step. 

What Worked? What Didn't? 
The age range (10-12)

All groups were able to escape (some with help). 

The clues were, for the most part, not too difficult.

The Tweens worked really well together,

considering they were, for the most part,

strangers to each other.

Having time to receive invaluable feedback from

Tweens on what they liked and didn't. 

Having the final "clue" or prize in the room. Some

of the groups found it too fast, resulting in them not

needing to complete the other clues. 

One Tween signed up twice, unbeknownst to us,

and unintentionally gave away all the answers to

the rest of the group.

We had originally included an Alien Escape

passport but scrapped the idea after the first

program.

how we prepared supplies and cost 
Participated in a local

escape room (uneccesary,

but very fun!)

Met and brainstormed ideas

Made decisions about

theme and backstory.

Created a detailed outline to

ensure that nothing was

missing and that it could be

run in the future by our

colleagues.

Made sure we were set up

early enough to do a quick

run through.

Gave ourselves enough

time between programs to

reset   

You'd be surprised what you

and your colleagues have on

hand for an Escape Room

(lock boxes, combination

locks, black lights etc). 

We made slime for a take

home element for the tweens

and bought materials, but

most libraries have slime

making materials already.

Any props you'd like to add for

ambiance.

Our escape room was

approximately $30.00 for 4

programs ($7.50 per room)

and many of the items can be

reused. 
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We would have more sessions, but shorter time slots. Eg. Instead of having two sessions of 30 minutes

each, we would have 4 sessions of 15 minutes each.

Change up the clues to have more decoding clues since those seemed to be enjoyed the most by the

Tweens.

Incorporate some of the feedback elements that the Tweens gave us.  

What Would We Do Differently Next Time? 
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Our shopping list
Plastic eggs for our "alien

slime".

Plastic table cloth for "success"

photo backdrop.

Glow sticks.

Funky, glowing lamp.

Glow in the dark paint (for

slime).

other suggested themes
Zombie apocalypse

Haunted house

Harry Potter

Prison Escape (Tween suggestion)


